SINGLE, FOUR, SIX & EIGHT STATION FIXTURES 
FOR 5C, 16C & 3J COLLETS

These unique fixtures are ideal for clamping one or a multiple of parts, to be machined in a milling or horizontal machining center.

the ultimate in workholding
Our manual multiblock fixtures for 5C collets are now available in eight, six and four station fixtures. The Four Station 5C Collet Block is designed to be used either with a 4th axis rotary indexer, or as a stand alone unit. You can mount the unit into a standard vise or similar type fixture. The eight and six station unit can be mounted to a plate for your vertical machining center or to a horizontal tooling column for a horizontal machining center.

For either fixture, there are eight, six or four manually operated true length 5C collet fixtures, that are incorporated into one block. With the provided wrench, you simply turn each knob 90° to activate the cam, which in turn pushes a sleeve over the collet, enabling the clamping action. Being that the collet stays stationery you will have zero part movement. The Four Station fixture comes with drilled and tapped holes for mounting to a rotary type fixture. The eight and six station fixtures have holes drilled in both the top and front face, so that they can easily, be mounted to a fixture of your choice.

Single station units are available in 5C, 16C & 3J fixtures. These units can be used as stationary fixtures, or mounted to a rotary fixture for a 4th axis application. Mounting holes provided on all fixtures for easy mounting to your choice of fixture. Just like the multiblocks, you simply turn each knob 90° with the provided wrench, to activate the cam, which in turn pushes a sleeve over the collet, enabling the clamping action. Being that the collet stays stationery you will have zero part movement.

All fixture blocks are made from carbon steel with a black oxide finish.

Repeatability: 0.0002” (0.005mm)
Squarness: 0.0004” (0.01mm)
Parallelism: 0.0003” (0.007mm)
Flatness: 0.0004” (0.01mm)

Gripping force for 5C fixtures: 1800 lbs. per station
Gripping force for 16C & 3J fixtures: 2200 lbs. per station